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Abstract: Emerging 3D printing technologies are enabling the rapid fabrication of complex designs
with favorable properties such as mechanically efficient lattices for biomedical applications. However,
there is a lack of biocompatible materials suitable for printing complex lattices constructed from
beam-based unit cells. Here, we investigate the design and mechanics of biocompatible lattices
fabricated with cost-effective stereolithography. Mechanical testing experiments include material
characterization, lattices rescaled with differing unit cell numbers, topology alterations, and hierarchy.
Lattices were consistently printed with 5% to 10% lower porosity than intended. Elastic moduli for
70% porous body-centered cube topologies ranged from 360 MPa to 135 MPa, with lattices having
decreased elastic moduli as unit cell number increased. Elastic moduli ranged from 101 MPa to
260 MPa based on unit cell topology, with increased elastic moduli when a greater proportion of
beams were aligned with the loading direction. Hierarchy provided large pores for improved nutrient
transport and minimally decreased lattice elastic moduli for a fabricated tissue scaffold lattice with
7.72 kN/mm stiffness that is suitable for bone fusion. Results demonstrate the mechanical feasibility
of biocompatible stereolithography and provide a basis for future investigations of lattice building
blocks for diverse 3D printed designs.

Keywords: mechanics; 3D printing; additive manufacturing; stereolithography; lattices;
metamaterials; biomaterials; biomedical devices; tissue scaffolds

1. Introduction

3D printing is opening new design possibilities for additive fabrication of mechanically complex
designs, with great potential for application specific customizations [1–4]. Additive manufacturing is
cost-effective and provides design freedom with access to a large array of materials. However, the vast
design space enabled by 3D printing requires new investigations to fully leverage the technology’s
advantages. There is a particular need for characterizing lattice designs due to their mechanically
efficient complex structures and need to understand how fabrication influences their mechanical
behavior [4,5]. Lattices are repeating structures built from unit cells to form structures with favorable
properties for diverse applications [6,7], including tissue engineering [8]. Tissue engineering requires
the construction of scaffolds implanted in the body that carry mechanical loads while promoting targeted
tissue growth [9]. Recently, biocompatible 3D printed polymer lattices have gained interest since they
can achieve mechanically efficient forms while enabling precise tailoring of material placement [10–12].
However, current polymer 3D printing approaches, such as polyjet 3D printing, are limited in reliably
fabricating structures [13]. Stereolithography 3D printing, in comparison, may output more consistent
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microscale lattice structures [14]. Here, we investigate how design decisions influence mechanics
of lattices produced with stereolithography printing, with testing conducted using a biocompatible
methacrylic acid-based resin that is potentially suitable for bone tissue engineering [15–17].

Stereolithography 3D printing is advantageous because it enables the construction of unit cells
made of up orthogonal and diagonal beams in all directions, whereas extrusion-based 3D printing
processes have limitations in producing vertically diagonal beams [8]. These design possibilities
enable construction of mechanically efficient topologies for tissue scaffolds with porosities of 50% to
80% to ensure nutrient transport and void volume for tissue growth. The design of tissue scaffolds
requires consideration of a complex set of trade-offs for manufacturing, mechanical, and biological
factors. Primary design considerations include manufacturability of microporous structures, stiffness
matching surrounding bone, and biocompatible materials that encourage tissue growth and degrade
safely in the body [18,19]. Biocompatibility requires the structure to remain non-toxic to biological
tissue and encourage its growth. For the methacrylic acid-based material investigated in this paper,
biocompatibility for non-toxicity has been demonstrated. Methacrylic acid-based materials with
alternate fabrication processes have demonstrated tissue growth support that supports the material’s
potential use for bone tissue engineering, pending further research [15–17].

Design approaches often use bio-inspired strategies to match elastic and shear moduli of bone
structures with scaffold topologies similar to trabecular bone [20,21]. There is a need for new
design approaches to facilitate configuration of tissue scaffolds with clinically suitable functionality,
with iteration being necessary for efficient exploration of the design space [22,23]. Therefore,
we approach the design space using an iterative design–build–test approach to measure mechanical
properties of lattices to determine how design decisions and fabrication influence suitability for bone
tissue engineering, as demonstrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Design–build–test process for investigating 3D printed lattice mechanics.

The Figure 1 approach uses iteration to initially propose a design, then it is fabricated with accuracy
validation, and tested to determine lattice behavior. The process provides a basis for understanding
how design decisions and fabrication processes influence lattice behavior in model development
and optimization for customized lattice applications. Typically, a control structure is fabricated
each iteration so design and fabrication influences are compared relative to a known structure’s
behavior, which has been conducted with a body-centered (BC) cube topology in previous studies [1].
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The process enables efficient testing of specific design decisions, such as rescaling lattices for specified
applications from their base properties [24,25], altering topology for favorable elastic/shear modulus
trade-offs [26–28], and introducing hierarchy for improved porosity and mechanical efficiency [29–32].

Lattice rescaling is a key design consideration because the repeating material that makes up a
lattice’s structures has properties such as elastic modulus that should remain constant as a lattice is
patterned with more or less unit cells for a specified application. However, recent studies demonstrate
lattice elastic modulus decreases with an increase in unit cell count [24]. Topology design refers to the
arrangement of beams or materials throughout a lattice, and is often conducted using optimization
approaches due to the complexity of 3D printed lattice design spaces [27,28]. Computational studies
have demonstrated that a greater number of beams aligned with the loading direction increases stiffness
in that direction, while diagonal beams improve shear modulus [26]. Unit cells with a combination
of orthogonal and diagonal beams, such as the octet structure, provide favorable trade-offs when
considering elastic and shear moduli in all directions [5]. Bone has a natural hierarchy of small and
large pores that has been replicated recently with 3D printed designs using resin-based printing
processes [29,32]. Studies have also demonstrated the possibility of tuning such structures to encourage
bone tissue growth [30]. Mixing pore sizes combines small pores to encourage tissue seeding and
growth with large pores aiding nutrient transport. Exploring these types of design decisions for tissue
engineering applications provides a basis for tuning structures for specified application needs.

In this paper, we investigate the how design decisions influence the mechanics of 3D printed
lattices fabricated using biocompatible stereolithography. These lattices can be designed as building
blocks to construct diverse lattice structures for patient-specific customization. Experiments include
initial characterization of the material, resizing lattice structures, topology selection, and hierarchy that
could provide more favorable mechanical properties for lattices. The investigation is conducted
using a design–build–test approach with BC unit cell lattices used as a datum of comparison.
The study is expected to provide an understanding of how design decisions and fabrication influences
lattice behavior, while informing future configuration of tissue scaffolds and lattices for diverse
engineering applications.

2. Methods

2.1. Lattice Design

Lattices were designed by configuring unit cells built by connecting beams with octagonal
cross-sections to form specified topologies. Unit cells were configured with previously designed
topologies to facilitate comparisons with alternate 3D printing processes [13]. Unit cells were then
patterned to form architected lattice structures (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Example design for (A) a body-centered (BC) unit cell and (B) a BC-Void lattice built from BC
unit cells.

Abaqus software was automated with python to configure unit cells based on parameter inputs
for beam diameter, unit cell length, and unit cell topology. Beam diameter was always set to 0.8 mm
and unit cell length was adjusted until a porosity of approximately 70% was achieved. Unit cells
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were generated in four different topologies by organizing beam connections in a cubic volume (note:
illustrations of all topologies are presented with their associated mechanical testing data in Figure 3
in Results Section 3.3). The cube topology was created by placing beams on all edges of a cubic
volume. The BC (body-centered cube) topology was generated by connecting beams from the corners
of the cube to its volumetric center as demonstrated in Figure 2A. An FX (face-crossed cube) topology
was generated by extending beams from the corners of the cubic volume to the center of each face.
The FXBC (face-crossed body-centered cube) topology consisted of the basic cube topology with added
diagonal beams from the FX and BC topologies.
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Lattices were patterned with a specified number of unit cells in all directions. Void lattices
were generated by laying out a cross-sectional pattern of unit cells with a central hole of unit cells;
the cross-sectional pattern is then replicated and stacked on top of itself in the vertical direction to
form a lattice. In Figure 2B, a BC-Void lattice was formed by creating a layout of 5 × 5 unit cells,
removing a 3 × 3 grid in the center, and then stacking the layer of unit cells five times to form a lattice
that has a 5 × 5 × 5 configuration with 45 unit cells removed from its central void. A BC-Cage lattice
was configured from a 7 × 7 grid with four 2 × 2 holes symmetrically removed that was stacked
three unit cells high to form a 7 × 7 × 3 lattice with porosity and dimensions suitable for vertebral
fusion applications.

Unit cells are arranged based on beams meeting at the center of their cross-sectional area which
leads a minor void area in the corner of each unit cell. Once unit cells are patterned to form lattices,
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these voids are closed between adjacent unit cells that mitigates their influence on lattice mechanics
since the voids are only present on the boundary of the lattices. Since these voids are only present on
lattice borders their influence on mechanics is expected to be greater for lattices with a smaller ratio of
border to internal unit cells.

2.2. Build Process

Designed lattices were printed with a stereolithography printing process using direct laser
writing (Formlabs; Form 2 printer) with a biocompatible resin composed primarily of methacrylic acid
(Formlabs; Dental SG). Lattices were printed layer by layer with initial printing of support material
that adhered to the build platform. All lattice prints were fabricated with 50 µm layer thickness.
Lattices were placed in a diagonal orientation such that all planes were rotated 45◦ relative to the build
platform (Figure 4A). Therefore, support material was connected to the three planes that faced the build
platform and the remaining planes had no support material attachments, meaning the lattice should
have similar behavior regardless of testing direction. Printing one set of lattices typically required
about five hours of printing time for a build platform containing about eight lattices, however, print
time varied based on lattice design and desired number of prints.
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Figure 4. Build process for lattices (A) printed with support material on build platform, (B) in an
ultraviolet curing chamber, (C) after post-processing (5 mm scale bar), and (D) imaged with microscopy
(1 mm scale bar).

Lattices were removed from the build platform using a metal spatula and rinsed in an isopropyl
alcohol bath for five minutes (Formlabs; Form Wash). Lattices were placed in an ultraviolet curing
chamber (Formlabs; Form Cure) for thirty minutes (Figure 4B). Support material was removed by hand
after curing using snipping tools and razor blades followed by sanding rough edges to form a final
post-processed print (Figure 4C). Microscopy was used to image select samples and demonstrated
consistent printing of beams throughout the structure (Figure 4D). There were some inconstancies
observed for samples with broken beams that occurred as a byproduct of support material removal.
Lattice fabrication accuracy was measured using calipers for nominal dimensions and a scale to
measure weight. Weight measurements were used to calculate porosity by comparing the 1.154 g/cm3

density of the base material determined by printing solid cube samples to the lattice weight for a
nominal lattice volume.
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2.3. Mechanical Testing

Mechanical testing was conducted using a universal testing machine (Instron; Instron 5966
Universal testing instrument; Norwood, MA, USA) with samples placed on a flat surface between two
compression plates (Figure 5). Force-displacement response was recorded using a loading rate of 10%
strain per minute for each sample.
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Figure 5. Mechanical testing machine configured for lattice compression.

For all mechanical tests multiple samples were printed with results averaged for statistical analysis.
A minimum of three samples were tested for each condition with a maximum of five when design
volume allowed for fitting a larger number of samples on the build plate during printing. All error
is reported as the standard error of the mean, with significance between samples determined using
t-tests with significance claimed for p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Material Characterization

A solid cube of 4 mm was designed and printed with a 5 × 5 × 5 BC lattice to compare how lattice
mechanics compare to the base material. Results of design, fabrication, and mechanical testing are
presented in Table 1.

The CAD (computer-aided design) models corresponding to Table 1 measurements are presented
in Figure 6A and demonstrate a solid structure with no beams for the Solid topology and a BC lattice
of 5 × 5 × 5 configuration. The lattice had an 0.05 mm difference in measured length compared
to its designed length of 17.3 mm which represents less than a 0.5% difference between CAD and
fabricated design. The porosity of the BC lattice was 63% which is lower than its designed 70% porosity,
therefore suggesting extra material is added to the design during the printing process. Mechanical
properties were calculated from results for the load-displacement curves and elastic moduli plotted in
Figure 6B,C, respectively.
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Table 1. Design and measurements for material characterization.

Topology
Designed Measured Data

Beam Diameter Cell Length Lattice Length Lattice Length Porosity Elastic Modulus
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (MPa)

Solid 0.8 4 4
4.11 0 1673.5
± 0.01 ± 0 ± 62.7

BC 0.8 3.3 17.3
17.35 63.1 132
± 0.02 ± 0.38 ± 4.9
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The displacement curves demonstrate the solid design carries much greater load per displacement
than the BC lattice. The elastic modulus measured for the solid is 1670 MPa and is about 13 times
higher than the BC lattice’s elastic modulus of about 130 MPa (p ≤ 0.01).

3.2. Lattice Rescaling

BC lattices were designed with the same unit cell pattered in three different scalings that included
a BC 3 × 3 × 3, a BC 5 × 5 × 5, and a BC 7 × 7 × 7 configuration. Results of design, fabrication
measurements, and mechanical testing are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Design and measurements for rescaled lattices.

Topology

Designed Measured Data

Beam
Diameter

Cell
Length

Lattice
Length

Lattice
Length Porosity Elastic

Modulus
Yield
Stress

Yield
Strain

Ultimate
Strength

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (MPa)

BC 3 × 3 × 3 0.8 3.3 10.7
10.92 50.69 359.8 11.8 0.05 14.8
± 0.02 ± 0.33 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 ± 0.001 ± 0.2

BC 5 × 5 × 5 0.8 3.3 17.3
17.39 57.68 186.1 5.1 0.04 6.2
± 0.05 ± 3.74 ± 13.7 ± 0.2 ± 0.003 ± 0.3

BC 7 × 7 × 7 0.8 3.3 23.9
23.95 61.52 136.7 4.5 0.04 5.6
± 0.03 ± 0.27 ± 2.8 ± 0.1 ± 0.08 ± 0.1

Lattice fabrication demonstrates similar unit cell structures were achieved for all lattices and
they were proportionally different lengths based on the number of unit cells patterned in each lattice
(Figure 7A). There were some inconsistencies in beam quality, as demonstrated by the break of the
beam on the top plane of the BC 7 × 7 × 7 lattice. Porosity measurements differed with the BC 3 × 3 × 3
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lattice having 51% porosity, the BC 5 × 5 × 5 lattice having 58% porosity, and the BC 7 × 7 × 7 lattice
having 62% porosity.
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The stress–strain curves were plotted for mean measurements of all testing and demonstrated
the BC 3 × 3 × 3 lattice achieved the highest yield and ultimate stresses (Figure 7B). The BC 5 × 5 × 5
and BC 7 × 7 × 7 lattices had more similar mechanical behavior, although the BC 5 × 5 × 5 had a 40%
higher elastic modulus. The elastic moduli for all topologies are plotted in Figure 7C.

The elastic modulus of the BC 3 × 3 × 3 design was significantly higher than both the BC 5 × 5 × 5
and BC 7 × 7 × 7 designs (p ≤ 0.001) and the BC 5 × 5 × 5 had a significantly higher elastic modulus
than the BC 7 × 7 × 7 design (p ≤ 0.024). These differences demonstrate that as the number of unit cells
increase in a symmetrically laid out lattice that the elastic modulus decreases. The difference in elastic
moduli between designs decreases as a larger number of unit cells are included, as supported by the
difference between the BC 3 × 3 × 3 and BC 5 × 5 × 5 design being about 170 MPa and the difference
between the BC 5 × 5 × 5 and BC 7 × 7 × 7 design being about 50 MPa. Some of the differences may be
attributed to porosity differences, since elastic modulus increases with decreases in porosity, and due
to the differing numbers of unit cells on the boundary of each lattice. The different numbers of unit
cells on lattice boundaries affects mechanics because these unit cells are subject to different boundary
conditions than internal lattice unit cells.

3.3. Unit Cell Topology

Four cubic unit cell topologies were generated as described in Methods Section 2.1 and include
Cube, BC, FX, and FXBC configurations (Figure 3A). Designs were generated as 5 × 5 × 5 lattices with
design, fabrication measurement, and mechanical testing results presented in Table 3. The unit cell and
lattice length differs for each topology due to the need to resize unit cell length while maintaining a
controlled beam diameter to achieve a 70% designed porosity.

Lattice fabrications are presented in Figure 3B and demonstrate the relative size of each lattice
to one another with some inconsistencies on beam printing for boundary unit cells. All topologies
achieved a porosity of 63% to 68%, therefore suggesting most differences in mechanical performance
are attributed to differences in topology. The force-displacement curves and elastic moduli of all
topologies are plotted in Figure 3C,D, respectively.

Figure 3 results demonstrate the Cube has the highest elastic modulus, followed by the FX, BC,
and lastly FXBC designs. These results suggest the elastic modulus is proportional to the proportion of
beams aligned with the loading direction, since the FXBC topology that has the greatest number of
diagonal beams per unit volume and the lowest elastic modulus. All pair-wise differences in elastic
moduli between topologies were significant (p ≤ 0.01).
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Table 3. Design and measurements for unit cell topologies.

Topology

Designed Measured Data

Beam
Diameter

Cell
Length

Lattice
Length

Lattice
Length Porosity

Elastic
Modulus

Yield
Stress

Yield
Strain

Ultimate
Strength

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (MPa)

Cube 0.8 2.16 11.60
11.63 67.91 259.6 9.2 0.050 10.8
± 0.02 ± 0.55 ± 3.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.002 ± 0.4

BC 0.8 3.30 17.30
17.35 63.07 132.0 5.3 0.050 6.3
± 0.02 ± 0.38 ± 4.9 ± 0.2 ± 0.001 ± 0.2

FX 0.8 3.97 20.65
20.71 65.24 176.4 5.6 0.050 7.1
± 0.02 ± 0.35 ± 2.8 ± 0.1 ± 0.002 ± 0.2

FXBC 0.8 4.84 25.00
25.03 64.20 101.0 3.3 0.050 4.1
± 0.02 ± 0.11 ± 1.9 ± 0.1 ± 0.001 ± 0.1

3.4. Hierarchical Lattices

Two hierarchical lattices were designed and tested, with comparisons to a 5 × 5 × 5 BC lattice as a
control (Table 4). The hierarchical lattices consisted of a BC-Void configuration that is representative of
a building block lattice that could be patterned to form a larger structure. The BC-Cage hierarchical
lattice is configured with dimensions suitable for spinal fusion applications. Details on hierarchical
lattice generation are presented in Methods: Section 2.1.

Table 4. Design and measurements for hierarchical lattices.

Topology

Designed Measured Data

Beam
Diameter

Cell
Length

Lattice
Length

Lattice
Length Porosity Elastic

Modulus
Yield
Stress

Yield
Strain

Ultimate
Strength Stiffness

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (Mpa) (Mpa) (-) (MPa) (kN/mm)

BC 0.8 3.3 17.3
17.39 57.68 186.1 5.1 0.040 6.2 3.22
± 0.05 ± 3.74 ± 13.7 ± 0.2 ± 0.003 ± 0.3 ± 0.24

BC-Void 0.8 3.3 17.3
17.31 74.86 158.2 5.3 0.050 6.5 2.74
± 0.02 ± 1.33 ± 3.8 ± 0.1 ± 0.001 ± 0.1 ± 0.07

BC-Cage 0.8 3.3 23.9
23.90 71.02 144.7 5.7 0.050 7.1 7.72
± 0.02 ± 0.22 ± 4.8 ± 0.2 ± 0.006 ± 0.1 ± 0.26

Hierarchical designs and fabrications are demonstrated in Figure 3A and show each structure was
reliably printed and structurally stable with large voids. Results show that the hierarchical lattices
achieved a much higher porosity (71% to 74%) in comparison to the BC lattice (58% porosity) due to
the large void spaces from removed unit cells. All designs had similar strain-stress curves (Figure 8B)
although elastic moduli ranged from 145 MPa to 186 MPa (Figure 8C).

The differences in elastic modulus of the BC lattice was approximately 30 MPa to 40 MPa higher
than hierarchical lattices (p ≤ 0.047 for both cases). The BC-Void and BC-Cage were not significantly
different but had a trending difference (p ≤ 0.07), with the BC-Void having about 10 MPa higher elastic
modulus than the BC-Cage. This small difference between the BC-Void and BC-Cage design suggests
the possibility of patterning varied building blocks with void volumes to form customized lattice
structures for specified applications with minimized alterations to mechanics. The stiffness of the
BC-Cage was higher than the other lattices due to its greater overall size, and achieved a stiffness of
approximately 7.72 kN/mm that is suitable for bone fusion applications.
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4. Discussion

This study investigated the mechanics of lattice designs printed using a biocompatible
stereolithography process and their potential use as building blocks for biomedical applications.
The stereolithography approach is advantageous because it enables economical fabrication of
customized medical devices that interface with the human body. A design–build–test methodological
approach was used to conduct mechanical experiments and evaluate print accuracy for lattices. Design
alterations for testing included comparisons of lattice rescaling, topology, and hierarchy. Results
demonstrated lattices achieve stiffnesses suitable for bone tissue engineering and the printing process
reliably prints parts with acceptable variations of less than 0.5% for external dimensions compared to
designed dimensions.

Initial material characterization demonstrated the methacrylic-acid based polymer used to fabricate
lattices had a density of 1.154 g/cm3 and elastic modulus of 1673.5 MPa. The 5× 5× 5 BC lattice designed
with 70% had a porosity of 63% with an elastic modulus of 132 MPa when compared to the solid cube
in Figure 6A. A second batch of 5 × 5 × 5 BC lattices had a porosity of 58% with elastic modulus of
186 MPa for Figure 7 comparisons. These differences in mechanics may be attributed to the differing
porosity achieved by each design, since higher porosity designs should have lower elastic moduli due
to less material present. The difference in porosity is potentially caused by how lattices were arranged
on the build platform for each batch that results in slightly different proportions of deposited material.
Additionally, stochastic aspects of printing and storage such as external temperature and humidity
may also influence lattice properties. To limit the influence of print quality from different batches
on experimental results, two batches were printed for the study and all prints used for comparisons
within a given table/figure were printed within the same batch. Each batch consisted of build platforms
of lattices printed within a 48-hour duration. Data for Figure 6; Figure 3 were tested from a batch
of samples tested three days after printing and data for Figure 7; Figure 8 were tested from a batch
of samples tested six days after printing. Generally, a lengthier time after printing results in a slight
increase in elastic modulus for polymer 3D printing [1].

As lattice designs are readjusted with an increased number of unit cells, the elastic modulus of the
lattice is expected to decrease based on the differing proportions of boundary to internal unit cells.
Previous studies for a stereolithography process demonstrated lattice elastic modulus dropped from
350 MPa to 250 MPa when comparing a 3 × 3 × 3 to 7 × 7 × 7 lattice [24]. Here, the same comparison
resulted in elastic modulus dropping from 360 MPa to 140 MPa, which is qualitatively similar but
occurs at a much greater magnitude. These differences may be because the 3 × 3 × 3 lattice tested
here had a lower porosity than the 7 × 7 × 7 lattice in comparison to the previous study, therefore
suggesting print consistency plays a role in how material properties scale for redesigns.
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Topology design suggests that a greater number of beams aligned with the loading direction
should result in a higher elastic modulus, which was supported by Figure 3 results demonstrating that
the Cube had the highest elastic modulus followed by the BC, FX, and FXBC designs. These results
are supported when comparing mechanical testing results with a previously developed simulation
to model lattice mechanics with finite element analysis details provided by Egan et al. [26]. Briefly,
the finite element analysis is carried out by constructing structures formed from beams with each beam
behavior approximated with the Euler–Bernouli beam theorem. The elastic moduli predicted by the
finite element beam simulation suggests the elastic modulus of the topologies should be 241.7 MPa
for the cube, 139.90 MPa for the BC, 142.2 MPa for the FX, and 105.1 MPa for the FXBC topologies,
which is consistent with empirical measurements in this study. The simulation operated by predicting
the relative elastic modulus of each topology in a 5 × 5 × 5 configuration and multiplying by the
measured elastic modulus of the solid material measured in Figure 6. When comparing simulation
to empirical results, the FX cube has the greatest discrepancy with an elastic modulus about 30 MPa
higher than predicted, which suggests mechanical behavior may be occurring during these tests not
captured by the model. These results demonstrate that the stereolithography process is more consistent
in producing mechanically functional lattices in comparison to polyjet processes that greatly deviate
from simulation results [13], especially for Cube topology.

The BC unit cell was configured to form building blocks for hierarchical lattices to determine
mechanical suitability for tissue engineering applications. The introduction of the hierarchical void
resulted in a decrease in elastic modulus of 15% while providing an increase in porosity of 17%. When the
hierarchical structure was patterned as a spinal cage device it achieved a stiffness of 7.72 kN/mm that is
comparable to topology optimized laser-sintered cages and resin-based printing process that achieved
stiffnesses of 7.5 kN/mm and 8.9 kN/mm, respectively for similarly sized cages [1,33]. Polymer cages
are mechanically advantageous to titanium cages that have about 30 kN/mm stiffness for similarly
sized designs and induce stress-shielding resulting in weaker bone growth. The properties of the
cage are further tunable through patient-specific sizing and configuring alternative topologies to the
BC design.

Limitations in the study include the inconsistency in prints due to the stochastic nature of 3D
printing and the limited number of samples based on the time required to print each set of prints to
ensure batch testing is consistent. Higher-cost stereolithography machines could potentially print
more consistent designs at a faster rate, however, for many biomedical applications lower cost printers
may be used in hospitals locally, especially in low-economic areas. Improvements from higher-cost
machines include a higher resolution achieved, although achievable limits in resolution remain
constrained by material choice and physical limits in processing printing materials to form solid
structures. Despite fabrication inconsistences and low numbers of prints for mechanical testing,
statistical significance was obtained for hypothesis testing for rescaling, topology, and hierarchy
comparisons for mechanical properties.

Future work may consider further types of lattice designs and unit cell configurations, in addition
to biological testing of lattices for tissue engineering applications. Lattices demonstrated a variety of
failure mechanisms including layer-by-layer failures, shear failures on a 45◦ diagonal across the lattice,
and failures initiated by localized cracks/deformations that could be investigated further in future
studies. The presence of small voids on unit cell corners was assumed to have negligible effects on
mechanics based on limitations in the experimental design to detect their influence, however, further
work could investigate isolating whether these and other manufacturing artifacts have significant
effects on mechanical behavior. Optimization processes may also improve the performance of designs
by customizing them for specific application needs. This study provides a foundation for future
work by empirically demonstrating how design decisions affect lattice mechanical performance and
producing a proof-of-concept spinal cage device mechanically suitable for spinal fusion applications.
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5. Conclusions

This study investigated the mechanical feasibility of biocompatible stereolithography lattices
using a design–build–test approach for compression experiments. Results demonstrate lattices were
consistently printed with 5% to 10% porosity lower than their intended porosity of 70% for most
designs. Rescaling of lattices decreased elastic moduli with greater numbers of unit cells, however these
effects were reduced as total number of unit cells increased. The cube unit cell topology achieved the
greatest elastic modulus of 260 MPa in comparison to topologies with greater proportions of diagonal
beams with 101 MPa to 176 MPa elastic moduli. The introduction of large porous voids reduced elastic
modulus from 186 MPa to 158 MPa with an increase in porosity of 17% that is favorable for tissue
engineering. A hierarchical BC-Cage design achieved a 7.72 kN/mm stiffness that is comparable to
designs printed with alternate polymer 3D printing approaches for bone fusion. These results reveal
the mechanical capabilities of biocompatible stereolithography and provide a basis for further studies
investigating the design and fabrication of lattice building blocks for complex 3D printed parts.
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